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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW 
June 13, 2019 
 
MINA HARIGAE  ( -4) 
 
 
Q.  A long wait like that was well worth it now? 
 
MINA HARIGAE:  Yes. 
 
Q.  What went well for you today?  Obviously you played really well here. 
 
MINA HARIGAE:  Just nothing, nothing was really bad.  I just hit the ball really well today.  I 
hit great numbers and my distance control's really good and I made a few putts here and 
there. 
 
Q.  How difficult is it when you sit through seven hours of that today? 
 
MINA HARIGAE:  I didn't think it was that bad because I got to go home and take a nap, so 
it was totally fine with me.  But it was a long day, for sure. 
 
Q.  Obviously you're not winning a tournament on day one, but it certainly positions 
yourself nice.  How does that help you going into your round 2 tomorrow? 
 
MINA HARIGAE:  Just I'm going to do the same thing I did today, just good swing thoughts, 
be calm and patient.  That's all I can do. 
 
Q.  So you are making your sixth appearance at the Meijer LPGA Classic.  
 
MINA HARIGAE:  Has it been that many?  
 
Q.  Yeah.  What was working -- what was different this year?  Did you feel anything 
different? 
 
MINA HARIGAE:  I feel like I was hitting the ball better this year, this week and this year.  I 
was able to hit the right numbers today and that was very helpful in the wind. 
 
Q.  You took a nap at home? 
 
MINA HARIGAE:  Um-hmm. 
 
Q.  Was it just -- was it arduous to wait for the updates after they came out like every 
other hour? 
 
MINA HARIGAE:  To me, it didn't bother me so much, which I think helped a lot.  I just kind 
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of went with it, and it probably helped that it was so long because I got to go home. 
 
Q.  Five birdies on the front nine.  What was the difference between front nine, back 
nine? 
 
MINA HARIGAE:  To me, I think the front nine plays a little bit easier, a little bit shorter 
holes, and obviously one of the par 5s is moved up significantly so that helps a lot. 
 
Q.  You must have felt really good about your confidence level after getting five 
birdies? 
 
MINA HARIGAE:  Yeah, I was like, wow, this is great.  No, but I think starting on the back 
helped today in this weather because there are gettable holes on that nine.  Then -- wait, 
yeah, the back nine.  But then the front nine, I think it's a little longer, but that's when you 
place your shots and I was able to do that. 
 
Q.  Are you relieved to have 18 holes under your belt? 
 
MINA HARIGAE:  Yes, I'm so relieved.  Like even though we did wait a long time, I'm glad 
we got today done. 
 
Q.  Awesome.  So how are you going to prepare for tomorrow? 
 
MINA HARIGAE:  Eat well and sleep well, that's all I can do. 
 


